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In the framework of the flux-matching method, which is a useful way for the validation of the gyro-

kinetic turbulence simulations, it is strongly demanded to evaluate the plasma profile sensitivity of

the transport coefficients obtained in the employed simulation model within the profile gradient

ranges estimated from the experimental observations. The sensitivity causes the plasma profile

stiffness for wide ranges of the transport fluxes. In the nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations for the ion

temperature gradient (ITG) turbulence in the Large Helical Device (LHD) [Takeiri et al., Nucl.

Fusion 57, 102023 (2017)], it is found that the temperature gradients around the experimental nom-

inal observations are slightly larger than the threshold of the instability, and the ion heat diffusiv-

ities are quite sensitive to the temperature gradient. The growth rates of the instability, the

generations of the zonal flows, and the sensitivities of the transport coefficients to the temperature

profiles depend on the radial locations, the employed simulation models, and the field configura-

tions. Specifically, in the optimized LHD field configuration, the sensitivities are relaxed in the

outer radial region due to the enhancement of the zonal flows and the reduction of the ITG instabil-

ity. In order to estimate the range of the temperature gradients possible given the experimentally

obtained data of the temperature with errorbars, the statistical technique, Akaike’s Information

Criterion [H. Akaike, in Proceedings of the 2nd International Symposium on Information Theory,

edited by B. N. Petrov and F. Caski (Akadimiai Kiado, Budapest, 1973), pp. 267–281] is applied.

Against the range of the temperature gradients, the flux-matching method to predict the temperature

gradient in helical plasmas is demonstrated. Published by AIP Publishing.
https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5036564

I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding of the plasma turbulent transport phe-

nomena has been regarded as one of the most critical issues

in the magnetically confined plasma research. The gyroki-

netic approaches1 are powerful for analyzing the turbulent

transport, which are considered to be driven by the drift-

wave plasma turbulence. The turbulent transport fluxes

obtained in the gyrokinetic simulations are quite sensitive to

the profiles of the radial gradients of the plasma temperature

and density, which concludes the stiffness of the plasma pro-

files. In the gyrokinetic simulations in DIII-D tokamak

L-mode plasma in the outer radial region, a significant

underprediction of the ion heat transport, namely, the trans-

port shortfall, has been reported.2,3 In the past few years,

there have been discussions that the transport shortfall might

be caused by the shortcomings of the gyrokinetic theory or

missing physics in the numerical gyrokinetic codes.

However, the simulations by the GENE code indicated that

the transport shortfall is much less pronounced and can be

removed by mild changes of the ion temperature profile4

because of the strong stiffness of the ion temperature profiles

against the ion heat transport fluxes. In addition to the

plasma profile ambiguities, the uncertainty quantification of

the simulation results for the transport fluxes is also significant

for the validation studies.5 One of the useful validation ways

of the turbulence simulations is the flux-matching method, in

which the temperature and density gradients are determined

so as to match the transport fluxes from the simulations with

the experiments, based on the sensitivities of the transport

fluxes to the profile gradients of the plasmas. Therefore, as far

as the simulations or models for the turbulent transport are

employed, the precise estimates of the plasma profile sensitiv-

ity of the transport in the employed simulation models within

the experimentally allowable ranges of the plasma profile gra-

dients, i.e., the ranges of the profile gradients possible given

the experimentally obtained data of the plasma profiles with

errorbars, should be regarded as one of the most significant

issues in terms of a concrete way for the validation metrics6 of

the simulations and models.

In the stellarator systems, on the other hand, while there

are several important gyrokinetic simulation studies on the

turbulent transport,7–9 there are not many studies on the

plasma profile sensitivities to validate the simulation results

against the specific experimental results. In the linear stabil-

ity analyses10 for the high ion temperature plasmas in the

Large Helical Device (LHD),11 the ion temperature gradient

(ITG) modes are unstable at the temperature gradients

around the experimental nominal observations. The ion tem-

perature gradients around the experimental observations ina)nunami.masanori@nifs.ac.jp
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the plasma are slightly higher than the threshold of the insta-

bility, beyond which the linear growth rates rapidly grow. In

this paper, we focus on the high ion temperature LHD plas-

mas where the ITG modes are dominant instability. By

means of the gyrokinetic simulations, we evaluate the sensi-

tivities of the turbulent ion heat diffusivities to the tempera-

ture gradients in the LHD plasma. Based on the statistical

treatment for the experimental errorbars of the temperature,

the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC),12,13 the experi-

mentally allowable ranges of the temperature gradients are

determined. Using the simulation results of the profile sensi-

tivity in the turbulent transport, we demonstrate the flux-

matching method to predict the temperature gradients which

are compared with the statistically inferred allowable tem-

perature gradient ranges from the LHD experiment.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly

describe the simulation model used in the present study and

basic equations employed in the calculation. In Sec. III, the

linear instability in high-Ti LHD plasma is briefly reviewed

and the nonlinear simulation results for the sensitivities to

the plasma temperature gradients in the turbulent transport

are shown. In Sec. IV, the radial ion temperature profiles are

statistically inferred from the experimental observations to

specify the allowable temperature gradient ranges, and the

flux-matching method is demonstrated to validate the simu-

lation results. Finally, a summary is given in Sec. V.

II. GYROKINETIC SIMULATION MODEL

In this paper, in order to evaluate the turbulent transport

of the helical plasmas, we employ the local df flux-tube

gyrokinetic code, GKV.14,15 The code can solve the time

evolution of the wavenumber-space representation of the

gyrokinetic equation for the perturbed gyrocenter distribu-

tion function of species s in the three-dimensional equilib-

rium field. The perturbed distribution function is represented

by dfsk? ¼ �esJ0sd/k?FMs=Ts þ hsk? , where hsk? is the non-

adiabatic part of the perturbed distribution function. The

gyrokinetic equation for hsk? is

@

@t
þ vkb � r þ ixDs �

lb � rB

ms

@

@vk

 !
hsk?

� c

B

X
D

b � ðk0? � k00?ÞdWk0?
hsk0 0?

¼ esFMs

Ts

@

@t
þ ix�Ts

� �
dWk? þ Csðhsk?Þ; (1)

where es, Ts, and ms are the electric charge, the equilibrium

temperature, and the particle mass of the species s, respec-

tively. The magnetic moment l ¼ v2
?=2B and the parallel

velocity vk are employed as the velocity space coordinates.

dWk? ¼ J0s½d/k? � ðvk=cÞdAkk?� is the gyro-averaged poten-

tial fluctuation with the zeroth order Bessel function

J0s ¼ J0ðk?v?=XsÞ and Xs ¼ esB=ðmscÞ is the gyrofre-

quency of the particle species s. And xDs ¼ k? � vsD

and x�Ts ¼ k? � vs� are the magnetic and diamagnetic

drift frequencies with vsD¼ðc=esBÞb�ðlrBþmsv2
kb �rbÞ

and vs� ¼ðcTs=esBÞb�½r lnnsþðmsv2=2Ts�3=2Þr lnTs�,

respectively. A linearized model collision operator Cs is

introduced using a simplified Lenard-Bernstein model for

the numerical scans for wide-parameter regimes. In Eq. (1),

the symbol
P

D represents double summations with respect

to k0? and k00?, satisfying k?¼k0?þk00?, and the equation is

solved in the local flux-tube coordinates, fx;y;zg¼faðq
�q0Þ;aq0qðq0Þ�1½qðqÞ�f�;hg with conventional flux-

coordinate system {q, h, f}. Here, a is the minor radius and

q(q0) is the safety factor at the focused magnetic flux sur-

face labeled by q0, and q�
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w=wa

p
is the normalized radial

coordinate. Here, w represents the toroidal magnetic flux,

and wa is also defined by the value at the last closed surface.

The fluctuations of the potentials are calculated by the

Poisson and Ampère equations

k2
? þ k�2

D

� �
d/k? ¼ 4p

X
s

es

ð
dvJ0shsk? ; (2)

k2
?dAkk? ¼

4p
c

X
s

es

ð
dvvkJ0shsk? : (3)

Here, kD is the Debye length.

III. SENSITIVITY TO THE TEMPERATURE GRADIENTS

In high-Ti LHD plasma experiment No. 88 343,16,17 gyro-

kinetic analyses with kinetic electrons18 and adiabatic elec-

trons10,19 were performed and the linear analyses of the

micro-instabilities were also evaluated precisely. In order to

grasp the properties of the instabilities and the turbulent trans-

port in the plasma, we discuss both results obtained from the

simulation models with kinetic and adiabatic electrons.

A. Microinstability in high-Ti LHD plasma

In our papers,10,18,19 as shown in Fig. 1(a), the poloidal

wavenumber spectra of linear growth rates and real frequen-

cies of the micro-instabilities at q ¼ 0.65 in the LHD high-Ti

plasma were obtained from electromagnetic simulations with

kinetic electrons and the electrostatic simulations with adia-

batic electrons. In this plasma, we found that the ITG modes

with negative real frequency, which means mode propaga-

tion in the direction of ion diamagnetic rotation in the GKV

code, are most unstable. As seen in the figure, the growth

rates in the kinetic electron case are about two times larger

than that of the adiabatic electron calculation where the

kinetic electrons cause the enhancement of the ITG mode.18

In order to evaluate the plasma profile dependences of the

instability, we plot the dependences of the maximum growth

rates cmax of the micro-instability on the normalized ion tem-

perature gradients R0/LTi in Fig. 1(b). Here, LTi is the ion tem-

perature gradient scale length defined by LTi � �dlnTi=dr,

and R0 is the major radius of the magnetic axis. While both

results have strong sensitivities in the kinetic and adiabatic

electron cases, we calculate the critical values of R0/LTi for

the threshold of the linear instability as shown in Fig. 3.

Because of the enhancement of the growth rates in the kinetic

electron case as shown in Fig. 1(a), there are clear differences

between both cases for not only the dependences of the

growth rates but also the linear critical gradient. That is, the

082504-2 Nunami et al. Phys. Plasmas 25, 082504 (2018)



critical gradient in the kinetic electron case is changed to be

smaller than the adiabatic electron calculations.

B. Turbulent transport coefficients

In order to analyze the sensitivity of the turbulent trans-

port to the temperature gradients in helical plasmas, we per-

form the nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations with kinetic and

adiabatic electrons for the ITG turbulent transport by using

the GKV code. In the simulations, we employ the same

plasma profiles and the field configurations for LHD dis-

charge No. 88 343 used in the previous papers.18,27 Figure 2

shows the heat diffusivities obtained by the ITG turbulence

simulations changing the normalized ion temperature gra-

dients R0/LTi. If we use the fitting function of v=vGB
i ¼ A0ð1

�A1=ðR0=LTiÞÞ which is employed in Dimits’s papers20,21 to

the simulation results, where A0 and A1 are the fitting coeffi-

cients, we can obtain the nonlinear critical temperature gra-

dients for the cases of the kinetic electron and the adiabatic

electron calculations as shown in Fig. 3. Here, vGB
i � q2

tivti=
R0 with the ion thermal gyroradius qti � vti=ðeB0=micÞ and

the ion thermal speed vti ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ti=mi

p
are defined. In Figs. 2

and 3, it is found that the sensitivity of the ion heat diffusiv-

ity to the temperature gradients in the kinetic electron calcu-

lation case is steeper and the critical temperature gradient is

smaller than the adiabatic electron case. These results are

similar to the linear analyses in Sec. III A. We also find that

there are up-shifts of the nonlinear critical temperature gra-

dients R0=L
ðNL:crit:Þ
Ti from linear critical values R0=L

ðLin:crit:Þ
Ti ,

e.g., the Dimits shift. The widths of the up-shifts DðShiftÞ

� R0=L
ðNL:crit:Þ
Ti � R0=L

ðLin:crit:Þ
Ti for both cases are

FIG. 1. (a) Poloidal wavenumber spectra of linear growth rates c and real

frequencies xr of the micro-instabilities at q ¼ 0.65, and (b) the ion temper-

ature gradient dependences of cmax obtained from the linear gyrokinetic

simulations with kinetic electrons and the adiabatic electrons in the LHD

high-Ti plasma. Red and blue symbols show the results in the simulations with

the kinetic electron model and the adiabatic electron model, respectively.

FIG. 2. The ion temperature gradient dependencies of the heat transport

coefficients for ions (red squares) and electrons (red circles) from electro-

magnetic gyrokinetic simulations with kinetic electrons at q ¼ 0.65 in the

LHD high-Ti plasma. Here, vGB
i ¼ q2

tivti=R0. Blue diamonds represent the

ion heat transport coefficients from electrostatic simulations with adiabatic elec-

trons. Dotted lines are the critical temperature gradients from linear analyses.

FIG. 3. Radial profile of the critical ion temperature gradient obtained from

the simulation with kinetic electrons (red) and adiabatic electrons (blue).

Filled symbols represent the nonlinear results and open symbols are linear

results, and D(shift) corresponds to Eq. (4). The black curve and errorbars

show the radial gradients of the ion temperature from the experiment which

will be discussed in Sec. IV.
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DðShiftÞ ¼ 0:606

DðShiftÞ ¼ 1:136

ðw= kinetic electronsÞ
ðw= adiabatic electronsÞ;

(4)

and the width in the case of the kinetic electron calculation is

narrower than in the case of adiabatic electrons. Of course,

the fitting procedures to obtain the relation between vi and

R0/LTi have still ambiguities due to the numerical and statis-

tical uncertainties of the simulation results.5 Therefore, the

widths of the up-shifts can be slightly changed within the

uncertainties, although it remains that the up-shifts width

with kinetic electrons is narrower than the width with adia-

batic electrons.

The micro-instabilities are affected by the magnetic field

geometry such as the magnetic shear and the curvature. The

growth rates of the instabilities are reduced for small safety

factors and strong negative shear due to the reduction of the

bad curvature region as shown in Ref. 22. Indeed, Fig. 5(a)

shows that the safety factor q and the magnetic shear ŝ
� ðq=qÞdq=dq in the LHD case radially change. Therefore,

the radial properties for the temperature gradient dependen-

ces of the turbulent transport are also significant in the heli-

cal plasma transport phenomena. In order to evaluate the

changes of the dependences along the radial direction, we

must perform more nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations at sev-

eral flux-surfaces. Therefore, we discuss here only the adia-

batic electron cases, since the simulations with kinetic

electrons in helical plasmas cannot be performed for several

radial locations because of its computationally quite expen-

sive costs. We perform the simulations with adiabatic elec-

trons at radial positions between q ¼ 0.46 and 0.83 in the

LHD plasma. From the results, at least in the adiabatic elec-

tron simulations, we can evaluate the critical temperature

gradients for a wide range of the radial direction and their

up-shift widths from linear critical values. In Fig. 3, the

width of the up-shift has radial dependencies, that is,

the width tends to become large for middle radial regions,

0.5 < q < 0.7. Furthermore, the critical gradient more

exceeds the experiment for the outer radial region than the

inner region. This means that the instabilities are more mar-

ginal for the inner radial region in the LHD plasma.

C. Optimized field configuration

In helical systems, the magnetic field configuration with

the inward shifted magnetic axis is one of the neoclassical

transport optimized configurations.23 In the optimized case,

the radial drift velocity of helically trapped particles is

reduced, and the zonal flow response becomes more favor-

able because the shielding effect of the helically trapped par-

ticles is weakened.24 Therefore, in the configuration, the

turbulent transport is also reduced because of the greater

enhancement of zonal flow generations.9,25,26 In this section,

within the simulations with the adiabatic electrons, we evalu-

ate the sensitivity of the ion heat turbulent transport coeffi-

cients to the ion temperature gradients in two cases of the

LHD field configurations, that is, the optimized LHD config-

uration with the inward shifted magnetic axis and the stan-

dard LHD configuration which is the same configuration

discussed in Sec. III B. Figure 4 shows the ion temperature

gradient dependencies of the ion heat transport coefficients

by the simulations with adiabatic electrons. Here, the simula-

tions in the inward shifted case are performed with the same

plasma profiles of the standard case except for the field con-

figuration. While the sensitivities depend on the radial loca-

tion in both configurations, the transport coefficients in the

outer radial region are reduced and the sensitivity to the tem-

perature gradients are more relaxed in the optimized configu-

ration than the cases of the standard configuration. On the

other hand, in the inner radial region, the sensitivity cannot

be changed in both configurations. Therefore, in the opti-

mized LHD configuration, higher confinement performances

are realized for the outer radial region, because the relaxed

sensitivity to the temperature gradient means that we can

reach higher temperature with the same input power into the

plasma.

Based on the relation between the linear stability analy-

ses and the nonlinear turbulence simulations, where the con-

cepts of the relation are explained in our previous work,27

we can estimate the summation of the linear growth rates

divided by square of wavenumber
P

kyðc=k2
yÞ regarded as the

nonlinear turbulence component, and the zonal flow decay

time sZF ¼
Ð

dth/ðtÞi=h/ð0ÞiÞ regarded as the ratio of the

nonlinear zonal flow component and the turbulence compo-

nent. Here, /(t) is the linear response function of the zonal

flow potentials. In Fig. 5, we plot the radial profiles of the

linear growth rates
P

kyðc=k2
yÞ, the zonal flow decay time

sZF, the normalized ion heat transport coefficients vi=v
GB
i ,

and the nonlinear critical temperature gradients R0=L
ðNL:crit:Þ
Ti

in both field configurations. While the linear growth rates in

the optimized configuration are larger than that of the stan-

dard configuration in the inner radial region, the growth rates

in the outer region become small in the optimized configura-

tion compared with the standard case. The zonal flow decay

time in the optimized configuration remains larger than the

FIG. 4. The ion temperature gradient dependences of the ion heat transport

coefficients at each radial position, q ¼ 0.46, 0.57, 0.65, and 0.83 in the stan-

dard LHD case with R0 ¼ 3.75 m (solid curves) and the inward shifted LHD

case R0 ¼ 3.6 m (dashed curves).
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standard case. Therefore, in the outer radial region for the

optimized configuration, the transport reduction effects by

the zonal flows are enhanced, and the resultant transport

coefficients and the sensitivities to the temperature gradients

are strongly reduced compared with the standard configura-

tion. For the nonlinear critical temperature gradients, on the

other hand, even though the relaxed sensitivity and the

enhancement of zonal flow generation are clearly found in

the outer radial region for the optimized field configuration

case, the critical values are little changed from the standard

case as shown in Fig. 5(d). However, the up-shift width of

the nonlinear critical temperature gradients from linear criti-

cal values in the optimized configuration case is

DðShiftÞ ¼ 1:616 ðfor optimized config:Þ; (5)

at q ¼ 0.65. At least in the simulations with adiabatic elec-

trons, the width is clearly enhanced compared with the stan-

dard configuration case in Eq. (4) for the adiabatic electron

case, D(Shift) ¼ 1.136, due to the enhancement of the zonal

flows and the reduction of the turbulent transport as shown

in Fig. 5.

IV. TRANSPORT COEFFICIENTS AGAINST
EXPERIMENT

As shown in Sec. III for the turbulent transport simula-

tion studies, it is quite significant to determine the tempera-

ture gradients from the experimental observations as an input

of the instability sources. As a context for the validation of

the gyrokinetic simulations, in the recent works28,29 the sta-

tistical approach of the profile fitting to the discrete experi-

mental data using a non-parametric regression technique

based on the Gaussian process regression30 has been

employed for the uncertainty in the experimental measure-

ments. In this section, we employ a different statistical tech-

nique for the profile fitting analyses, the Akaike’s

Information Criterion (AIC),12,13 because the technique ena-

bles us to obtain the probable function forms of the tempera-

ture profiles statistically inferred from the experiments, and

the technique is one of the useful measures for the relative

quality of the fitting functions based on the maximum likeli-

hood principle. The temperature profiles including the error

ranges can be obtained from the fitting technique based on

the AIC technique. Using the forms of the temperature pro-

files, the experimentally allowable ranges of the temperature

gradient profiles are obtained, and we estimate the ranges of

the ITG turbulent transport coefficients within the experi-

mentally allowable ranges of the temperature gradients.

Using the results for the temperature gradient sensitivities of

the turbulent transport discussed in Sec. III B and the experi-

mentally allowable range of the temperature gradient pro-

files, the radial temperature gradient profiles are expected in

terms of the flux-matching method.

A. Temperature gradient within experimental errors

In the LHD experiments, the plasma temperatures are

measured by the charge exchange recombination spectros-

copy (CXRS), and the obtained data have the precise error-

bars at each radial position. When we have only discrete data

of the plasma temperatures with such errorbars, we must

extract the radial gradient of the temperature from the data,

because we have no direct measurements of the temperature

gradients. In terms of general statistics, the widths of the

errorbars are regarded as the standard deviation of the mea-

surement data. Therefore, we can reproduce the temperature

data by generating the normal distributions NðTðqiÞ; r2ðqiÞÞ
with the average T(qi) and the standard deviations r(qi)

which correspond to the errorbars at each radial position qi.

Here, we focus on the ion temperature data obtained in the

LHD high-Ti experiment No. 88 343.16,17 After the normal

distributions at each radial position are reproduced from the

experimental data, we choose the combinations of the tem-

perature data of the reproduced distributions at each radial

position by random sampling. For each combination, we

obtain the fitting functions with a certain function form of

the normalized radial coordinate, q �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w=wa

p
. For simplic-

ity, if we assume the form as the conventional power series

of w

FIG. 5. Radial profiles of (a) the safety factor q and the magnetic shear ŝ, (b)

the linear growth rates divided by the square of the poloidal wavenumberP
kyðc=k2

y Þ, (c) the zonal flow decay times sZF, (d) the heat diffusivities, and

(e) the nonlinear critical temperature gradients for the standard LHD case

with R0 ¼ 3.75 m (red solid curves) and the inward shifted LHD case with

R0 ¼ 3.6 m (blue dashed curves). In (b)–(d) the results are obtained with the

nominal ion temperature gradients.
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TðqÞ ¼
XN

k¼0

akw
kðqÞ ¼

XN

k¼0

bkq
2k; (6)

we can obtain the radial functions of the ion temperatures

corresponding to the sampling combinations of the tempera-

ture data. In the function, ak or bk are k-th order fitting coeffi-

cients and N is the upper bound of the order of the expansion

series. For the statistical validity of the fitting, we should ask

which N is the best order. In order to determine the best order

of the fitting function, the AIC is employed as an indicator to

obtain it. In the AIC theory based on the maximum likeli-

hood principle, we should optimize the fitting function by

minimizing a variable AIC, which is defined by

AIC � n log
Xn

i¼1

wðqiÞ ti � TðqiÞð Þ2
" #

þ 2N; (7)

and the optimized best order N can be determined. Here, n is

the number of the discrete data points of the reproduced tem-

perature data ti at the radial position qi for i ¼ 1; 2;…; n, and

w(qi) � 0 is the weight function at qi. Since the normal dis-

tributions NðTðqiÞ; r2ðqiÞÞ at each radial position are inde-

pendently generated from each experimental errorbar, we

should employ the weight function of w(qi) ¼ 1, exactly. In

this method, we have different functions with different N for

each sampling combination because N can change depending

on the sampling combinations. Figure 6 shows the results of

the fittings with the AIC operations. By taking the radial

derivatives of obtained each function, we can obtain the pos-

sible temperature gradient profiles with the certain ranges

according to the experimental errors. Figure 7 shows the

results of the temperature gradient profiles with the ranges

from 10 000 sampling functions in Fig. 6. In the figure, there

exist some knuckle-like points which are caused by the con-

crete forms of each fitting function. The relative error level

is large in the inner radial region and becomes small in the

outer region, while the error levels do not exceed 20% of the

medians.

B. Ranges of transport coefficients

Within the ranges of the temperature gradients obtained

in Sec. IV A, the ranges of the ion heat diffusivities for the

high-Ti LHD plasma are evaluated based on the temperature

gradient sensitivities of the transport coefficients in Sec. III.

In the results shown in Fig. 8, the ion heat diffusivities have

certain ranges because the errors of the temperature gradients

estimated by the AIC technique enhance the ranges of the

simulation results. In the plots, the simulation result in

the kinetic electron case is a little overestimated against the

experiment. On the other hand, the result in the adiabatic

electron case, which does not include physics of kinetic

FIG. 6. The AIC results of the radial functions for the ion temperature.

FIG. 7. The radial profile of (a) the radial gradients of the ion temperature

with the ranges from the AIC theory and (b) the relative error level of the

ranges. In the top figure, 620% of the medians of the temperature gradients

are shown by the dashed curves.

FIG. 8. The ranges of the ion heat transport coefficients at q ¼ 0.65 obtained

from the simulation with kinetic electrons (red) and the simulation with adi-

abatic electrons (blue) within the allowable ion temperature gradient range.

Solid errorbars represent the ranges within the experimental errors of R0/LTi

obtained by the AIC technique and dashed errorbars show the ranges within

620% of R0/LTi. Hatched regions represent the total ion diffusivity (magenta)

and the anomalous part of the diffusivity (gray) in the experiment.
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electrons, seems to cover the experimental diffusivities.

However, both results of the kinetic and the adiabatic elec-

tron simulations may cover the experimental diffusivity if

we change the temperature gradient by 620% as discussed

in our previous paper.18 Since there are ambiguities of the

allowable ranges, which depend on the choice of the fitting

function of the temperature profile and the kinds of informa-

tion criterion for the maximum likelihood, the results in the

plots should be regarded as the reference of the simulation

models employed here.

C. Flux-matching for expectation of temperature
gradients

If the heat fluxes are fixed to match the experimental

observations of the transport fluxes, the temperature gra-

dients can be expected by using the flux-matching method.4

Since we already have the temperature gradient dependen-

cies of the ion heat transport coefficients in Figs. 2 and 4, we

can evaluate the temperature gradients which correspond to

the gradients realizing the experimental transport fluxes of

the ion heat. The matched temperature gradients can be

regarded as the expectations of the ion temperature gradients

at least in the simulation models performed here. Therefore,

we perform the flux-matching for the ion temperature gradi-

ent from the simulation results, as the first reference of the

expectation in helical plasmas. In Fig. 9, the results of

the expectations for the LHD high-Ti plasma are shown. The

results in the adiabatic electron cases seem to be close to

the allowable ranges of the temperature gradients within the

experimental errorbars, and the result in the kinetic electron

case is underestimated compared with the adiabatic electron

case. However, as discussed in Fig. 8, the expectations using

the simulations with kinetic electrons cover the ranges within

620% of R0/LTi. The agreements with the allowable gradient

ranges for the adiabatic electron cases shown in Figs. 8 and 9

should be recognized to be one of the open issues because

the simulations do not include more physics compared with

the kinetic electron simulations. Therefore, we should

regard this result as just a reference of the applications of

the flux-matching method, and we must perform the match-

ing method based on more precise electromagnetic simula-

tions with the kinetic electrons including the unintroduced

physics.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, based on the gyrokinetic ITG turbulent

transport simulations, we have evaluated the plasma profile

sensitivity of the turbulent transport in the helical systems

within the temperature gradient ranges estimated from

the experiments. It has been found that the sensitivity to the

temperature profiles depend on the radial locations, the

field configurations, and the employed simulation models.

Specifically, for the outer radial region in the optimized

LHD field configuration with the inward-shifted magnetic

axis, the sensitivities are clearly relaxed, while the critical

temperature gradients for the nonlinear turbulent transport

do not change from the standard field configuration case.

Due to the zonal flow enhancement and the reduction of the

ITG instability in the optimized configuration, the up-shift

width of the critical gradient from the linear critical value is

enhanced compared with the standard configuration case.

Based on these studies on the profile sensitivity, we have

evaluated the turbulent transport coefficients within the

ranges of the temperature gradients estimated from experi-

mental observations. Furthermore, the flux-matching method

has been demonstrated for the high-Ti LHD plasma as the

first reference of the applications of the method to validate

the gyrokinetic simulation models with kinetic and adiabatic

electrons. The results in the adiabatic electron cases show

better agreement with the allowable temperature gradient

ranges than the kinetic electron case, although the adiabatic

electron model is less precise than the kinetic electron

model. Incidentally, in the our work,18 the electron heat dif-

fusivity ve in the kinetic electron case is predicted near the

experimental nominal value. However, since both gyroki-

netic models and analyses employed in this paper are

restricted to the ion transport simulations under the assump-

tions that there are still unintroduced effects, e.g., E� B
shearing effects, which may improve the predictions for ion

heat transport, we should improve the simulation model.

Of course, in order to complete the flux-matching studies in

the turbulence simulations, we should also discuss the elec-

tron temperature gradients and the density gradients which

have significant impact on the helical plasma turbulent

transport.

In this work, the useful measure for the relative quality

of the fitting functions, AIC, is employed for the evaluations

of an experimentally allowable range of the ion temperature

gradients. However, the allowable ranges may depend on the

kinds of the quality measures of the statistical models and

the characteristics of the experimental data, and there are

other statistical approaches, e.g., the WAIC31 and the

Gaussian process regression. Further studies regarding these

issues will appear elsewhere.

FIG. 9. Applications of the flux-matching method to expect the ion tempera-

ture gradients based on the simulations with kinetic electrons (red diamond)

and with adiabatic electrons (blue circles). The allowable ranges of the tem-

perature gradients from the experimental results evaluated by AIC theory

are represented by the black curves and errorbars. Dashed curves represent

620% of the nominal temperature gradients.
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